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One of Iran’s most historic and fascinating bazaars, this
sprawling covered market links Naqsh-e Jahan
(Imam) Sq with the Masjed-e Jameh. At its busiest in

the mornings, the bazaar’s arched passageways are topped
by a series of small perforated domes, each spilling shafts
of light onto the commerce below. While the oldest parts of
the bazaar (those around the mosque) are more than a thou-
sand years old, most of what can be seen today was built
during Shah Abbas’ ambitious expansions of the early 1600s.

The bazaar is a maze of lanes, madrasehs, khans (car-
avanserais) and timchehs (domed halls or arcaded centres
of a single trade, such as carpet vendors or coppersmiths).
It can be entered at dozens of points, but the main entrance
is via the Qeysarieh Portal at the northern end of Naqsh-e
Jahan (Imam) Sq.

Cool in summer and warm in winter, it’s easy to lose half
a day wandering the bustling lanes of the bazaar, sniffing the
heaps of layered spices and dishes of dried dates, watching
shoppers finger coloured lengths of material, and pausing to
admire the rows of red and white teapots in the many crock-
ery shops. Teahouses help punctuate the walk and a beryani
restaurant is the perfect place for lunch.

Esfahan is Iran’s top tourist destination for good reason. Its profusion of tree-lined boulevards, Persian gardens
and important Islamic buildings gives it a visual appeal unmatched by any other Iranian city, and the many artisans
working here underpin its reputation as a living museum of traditional culture. Walking through the historic bazaar,

over the picturesque bridges and across the Unesco-listed central square are sure to be highlights of a holiday.

As the country’s third-largest city, Esfa-
han is home to some heavy industry,
including steel factories and a much-

discussed nuclear facility in the outskirts of
town. Inevitably, then, traffic jams are a reg-
ular occurrence. Despite these modern real-
ities, the inner core of the city remains a
priceless gem. This elegant mosque, with its
iconic blue-tiled mosaics and its perfect pro-
portions, forms a visually stunning monu-
ment at the head of Esfahan’s main square. 

Unblemished since its construction 400
years ago, it stands as a monument to the

vision of Shah Abbas I and the accomplish-
ments of the Safavid dynasty. The mosque’s
crowning dome was completed in 1629, the
last year of the reign of Shah Abbas. Al-
though each of the mosque’s parts is a mas-
terpiece, it is the unity of the overall design
that leaves a lasting impression, and the po-
sitioning of the much-photographed entrance
portal is a case in point as it has more to do
with its location on the square than with the
mosque’s spiritual aims. 


